Research Background of
Nano Energy Booster System
Dr. RH, creator of Nano Energy Booster System, has been involved in healthcare for the
last 30 years. In the last 15 years he worked in the field of homeopathy and homeopathic
pharmacology. He designed over 50 OTC homeopathic and herbal products. He has
been researching human energy fields for over a decade. This complex and time
consuming research project led to the creation of 33 energetic therapies known as Nano
Energy Booster System.
All energy patterns are measurable. Dr. RH worked with thousands of people with
degenerative diseases and health challenges. He also worked with many people in the
state of abundant health. He was able to find out that there are specific orderly energy
patterns that are present in healthy people and that are depleted or are completely missing
in sick people.
Fritz Albert Popp made one of the greatest discoveries in science; he discovered that
every chemical action in the body or outside the body is preceded by a specific energetic
message. Dr. Popp created equipment to measure this energy in the human body. He
called these bursts of energy or light that can communicate with all cells in the body “biophotons.” For this discovery, he was nominated for the Nobel Prize.
We know that we can measure energy patterns, we can identify depleted energy patterns
and we can restore these patterns. This is what our new technology is about. There are
two directions of energetic medicine:
1. To stimulate a response from the body.
2. To identify lack of energy that is supposed to be there.
When we look at young children we see an abundance of this large spectrum of energy,
we see health, happiness, resistance to disease. We live in the world that has become
very toxic, we live in a society that has pushed the speed of life, the speed of our
perceptions to absolute limit, we live in stress, have mental and physical trauma
occurring to us almost on a daily basis. Because of this our protective energies, the
energies that a child has, start getting depleted. We are looking at Nature to find these
specific energetic patterns that are present in healthy bodies, in foods and dietary
supplements. We take these specific energies and put them back into the body using
Nano Energy Booster Technology.
We can find out what particular frequencies (energy patterns) are depleted long before
any disease symptoms manifest. We can restore the natural energy patterns and stop the
process of disease development completely. We don’t look at toxicity. We look for
reduction in healthy patterns. I could’nt tell you the frequency of mercury, or lead, or
amalgam filling. I don’t invest my time looking for toxicity. I’m looking for very
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specific energies that are gone. Two people with the same health problem will have the
same energy patterns missing or very depleted. Our Nano Energy Booster System allows
bringing back these energies to what is considered a normal level – the level found in
healthy people. Once we regain those energy patterns in sick people we observe an
improvement in symptoms, regaining of health.
An interesting thing about healing is that it is not something we go for into the future. It
is a process of restoration. We go for healing into the past. Healing is not a forward
motion. It is actually time reversed.
Nano Energy Booster Technology is the 21st century method of energy delivery to the
body. A booster is a field of energy. The nano boosters are non-Transdermal. They are
made of metalised material. We determine and burn particular frequency patterns into
the booster just like a software programme is burnt on a CD. Our primary goal is to
introduce frequencies only beneficial for the body. We don’t programme any frequencies
into the booster that don’t normally occur in an abundantly healthy person.
In our new technology we have taken the concept of homeopathy – energy medicine –
and we expanded it to the 21st century product. We eliminated pills, capsules and have a
delivery system of a pure energy field. The body absorbs the energy like a dry sponge
absorbs water because this energy is supposed to be there.
We can see how the booster works using new technology of digital aura camera
photography. We take an aura photo, then put on a booster, wait for 3 minutes and take
another picture. We see the energy fields completely change. In one case we see that the
auric field extended by 6 inches when a booster was introduced into the field. The glow
becomes very dense in colour, creating a shield. We see enriched deeper, denser colours.
The booster creates a surge of energy for the body to absorb. It is not going into the
body; the body is resonating back and forth with it. We have actual aura photographs
and videos that show how this is actually occurring. It is a nebulous process because the
energy is invisible but with the new technologies today we can see energy – we can see it
change colour, hue, shape. We have the tools to show and visually prove these things.
Energy used to be a very mysterious substance. Today it is no more mysterious than the
wind that blows the sails of a boat. We can see energy, measure it, analyse it and work
with it. The equipment “Interactive Aura Station” also interacts with all energy centres
of the body and gives a 22 page report. We can do a lot of research and testing with this
equipment. It is also available for practitioners.
The technology seems simple but it took us 15 years to come up with 22 therapies. The
wonderful fact about the human body is that it knows what it needs and it constantly asks
for it. The energy patterns of our 22 therapies are all found in abundantly healthy people.
They are not foreign to the body, they are supposed to be there and as soon as the body
comes in contact with that energy it embraces it. All we do is introduce the booster into
the energy field of the body. The body reaches for these frequencies and grabs them, if it
needs them.
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The nano boosters don’t have side effects. Side effects are associated with synthetic
substances, such as pharmaceuticals. We are using normal natural frequencies. When
the body needs them, it absorbs them. If the body doesn’t need a frequency, it just
circulates in an energetic pattern.
The beauty of our nano energy products is obvious results. This summer I spoke at the
conference at the University of Ohio. There was an unusual flu outbreak there in July. I
offered flu nano boosters to some people who were affected so badly they didn’t think
they would be able to attend or speak. They all showed up the next day and all spoke of
tremendous improvements they experienced within 6-12 hours of wearing a booster.
Almost all flu symptoms were gone.
Our programmes were so intensely researched to create a quick massive benefit for the
user; most people don’t doubt the booster is working for them. The frequencies of flu
virus are in a very narrow range. We studied and defined very specific frequencies for
influenza virus. It is a pattern of energy that becomes depleted and allows the virus to
come in. Once the frequency is restored, the body’s resistance goes up to normal.
Our body attracts and pulls the energy on the left side, so we recommend that the booster
is placed on the left shoulder. The body can absorb 100% of energy from the booster.
When the booster is placed on the right shoulder the body will absorb 75% of available
energy.
A standard EAV testing device used for testing supplements can be used to test nano
boosters. We have developed special test cards that can be used with test plates. This
practitioner places a booster on the test plate and takes readings from the client and
identifies which therapy is beneficial for him/her based on the scores. The order form
lists nano boosters in alphabetical order. The cards are in alphabetical order too. I use a
yellow highlighter and mark the therapies that are necessary for the client. It is a fast and
efficient system. You can test for all therapies in 15 minutes, in 30 minutes the patient
will be ready to get started on the programmes.
You can also use test cards with SCIO. We have a practitioner in Phoenix, Arizona who
uses an EAV device called Biotron that looks like a box with a large metre on the front.
It is easy for practitioner to use and easy for the client to see the readings. They offer a
two day training session that explains the equipment.
Compliance is very high as there is no need for pills, bottles, timing, no need to take
medication to work, etc. All they need is to place the booster on the left shoulder and
leave it there for 3 days.
We are using a mild hypoallergenic adhesive on the booster to hold it in place. It will
stay for up to 3 days. If the skin is oily it may come off sooner but we don’ want to use
too strong adhesive so as not to irritate the skin. You can keep it on while taking he
shower or you can reinforce it with a surgical tape or a Band-Aid for the remaining days.
A 10-pack of nano boosters is a 30 day supply.
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All frequencies in all 22 programmes are perfectly balanced. These are energetics that
are totally accepted by the body. You can do 2-3 programmes without overwhelming a
patient with energy. The nano boosters are very powerful. People may experience the
benefits almost immediately. The results are very recognisable. If they use too many
programmes, they may feel discomfort. When you do the test and assign the therapy use
the triage method – start with the two that are most essential and then move down and
complete the therapy.
Nano Energy Booster System is a convenient solution for gaining and maintaining health.
It is a total restoration programme. We are restoring the wonderful energies that you find
in those with abundant health. We’ve met with many wonderful therapists, naturopaths,
MD’s. So many people today are interested in pursuing more natural remedies, energetic
interventions and we are very pleased with the way our line of nano boosters has been
used. Some people report 100% effectiveness of therapies.
Patients love them and comply.
We are a Research and Development company. We introduced our first products to the
public 3 years ago. These are the devices designed to EMRs – electro magnetic radiation
that comes from TVs, computer monitors, cell phones, etc.
Today we are offering a system of 25 energetic therapies called Nano Energy Booster
System and we also have two unique products based on the same principles – Gas Chip
and Insulation Factor IF -500 chip. We cover these two products at the end of the
interview.
Sleep Support
65% of population is sleep deprived. The latest studies show that if you lose an hour of
sleep you actually have to make up for it to catch up. We are under so much stress and
we have so many personal, social and business obligations that most people are 6 hours
of sleep behind on Saturday. There is no way they can make it up sleeping late on
Saturday.
Our Sleep Support Booster is designed to reconstruct the natural sleep cycle and
reestablish the natural sleep patterns.
It works in three phases.
The first stage activates the sleep cycle. We find depletion of energy in the pineal gland
that produces the hormone called melatonin. All sleep deprived people always have a
reduction in this energy pattern. When we place this energy back into the field, the pineal
gland responds to it.
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In 1997 we identified very specific frequencies that occur in the brain that increase the
coping skills for stress and anxiety. We placed these frequencies into the second phase of
the booster.
Correct rest for healing and regeneration of the body happens in theta and delta sleep. If
your body can get to that stage, it starts the natural process of healing. We identified the
exact frequencies that occur in the human brain during theta and delta sleep cycle and
placed them into the third phase of the booster.
So to sum it up, the booster helps you start the normal flow of hormone that begins your
sleep cycle. The next step is the release of energy that supports your coping skills for
stress and anxiety – the things that keep you awake at night. The third phase introduces
the frequencies of theta and delta sleep into the field and helps to get your body into
healing sleep.
Sleep Support is the greatest healing booster you will ever use. It is so comfortable.
When you sleep, you are getting very whimsical dreams. It feels like getting under your
favourite down comforter and hugging it. It makes you so comfortable and so relaxed.
You will get a great night’s sleep. If you want to try out one booster first try our Sleep
Support. You will know that it works. Put it on before bedtime; peel it off in the
morning when you wake up. You will feel awake and alert within 5 minutes or stick it
into the inner pillow case where you lay your head.
Some people will put on Energy/Stamina booster to jolt them to action but most people
won’t need it after a good night sleep. You need to use the programme for only 5 days to
reestablish the sleep cycle. You may have to repeat the programme after travel and
changing time zones.
Energy and Stamina Support
This is an important and effective booster as most people get out of pep in the afternoon.
It gives the second wind to the body. We are studying athletes for improved stamina.
Lack of energy is a big problem – there are over 100 thousand accidents each year caused
by drivers falling asleep at the wheel. Alcohol related accidents are on the second place.
If I am driving somewhere at night for over 45 minutes I put on this booster to make sure
I don’t fall asleep. It is great for truck drivers, taxi drivers, etc. When truck drivers use
caffeine and ephedra products they can’t relax and get proper rest when they reach their
destination because they are revved up by chemicals. When they use Energy and
Stamina booster, its effect goes away 5 minutes after they take off the booster.
Stress Less Support
We were working in an alternative medical hospital. Eighty percent of their patients
were cancer patients, severe cancer patients. All of them were given a death sentence.
They were told that they had only so many months to live.
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But what we found interesting was that only 20% of these people were diagnosed by
physicians to be clinically depressed. It was actually the same % as with general public.
Eighty percent of these people had fine coping skills and didn’t fall into the state of
depression. We found it very interesting and started taking a close look at the energetics
of what’s happening in these people’s minds. We discovered very specific frequencies
that increase the person’s coping skills for stress, anxiety and depression. We identified
these and at that time we were picking up a viral signature while doing brain scans. I
talked to my psychiatrist friend who thought I was crazy because there was not such a
thing as a virus that causes depression. He thought it was ridiculous
I came up with this idea working in the US and 3-4 years later I found out about the
research that was done in Germany by a group of research scientists who discovered a
Borna virus that invades the brain and causes depression. This research occurred exactly
at the time when I made this discovery in the other side of the world.
We identified a particular energy pattern that doesn’t let this virus in and also increases
the brain’s ability to cope with stress, anxiety and depression. Every time we work with a
person who is diagnosed with clinical depression or anxiety there is always that particular
ranges of frequencies missing or depleted. We never see otherwise. Our lives have
become so stressful and it really robs the quality of our lives. This is a booster I use a lot
myself, I am even wearing it now, during this interview.
Most of our discoveries are based upon practical needs. When problems present
themselves we look at them and say “I bet a lot of people have this problem. We can
help. This is how the following two discoveries were made.
Circulation Support
We have been working on this programme since 1996 studying people with such
circulatory problems as plaques, calcifications, high cholesterol that lead to strokes and
heart attacks. It is pretty common to see calcification in the arteries, kidneys and bladder.
We have seen aggressive calcification on the teeth as well . We learned with a group of
cardiologists who did bypass surgeries and provided actual arteries with plaque and
calcification for our studies. We studied them for 3 years and established the energetics
of circulatory problems. We then created a Circulation booster designed to introduce the
energies that will gradually dissolve blockages and calcifications. We have seen decline
in plaque and cholesterol after a 90 day programme. It is a gradual process.
Comfort and Pain Support
We all have little headaches, aches and pains from time to time. The booster is designed
to create a higher level of comfort at the time of occasional pain. There are specific
frequencies for trauma – whether it is a car accident or a surgical procedure, both is
trauma, emotional and physical.
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Now we are studying migraine headaches and our booster may be effective for that. With
time we’ll frequencies for spinal cord injuries.
Joint Comfort Support
A lot of research went into this booster. We worked with three different groups with
enlarged painful joints. The worst case is rheumatoid arthritis. We also looked at
osteoarthritis, and osteoporosis. We even had a few people with Pageant’s disease.
These diseases developed years after they lose the energy in a particular area. We were
able to identify very specific energy patterns related to bones, tissue and connective
tissue. Even though it is not a product for arthritis, people with arthritis noticed
tremendous change when they started using this booster.
We usually suggest 30 days and measurable results can be reached. A 60 day programme
may turn around and give them pain relief and hope – in many cases the progression of
the problem can be really stopped. It can be used with a pain relief booster too.
Scar Tissue Support
We work with many acupuncturists and naturopaths who work with meridian therapy.
One of the problems we found is that many people have scars from accidents, surgeries,
etc. When they use needles or electric stimulation they find it hard to open blockages
created by scar tissue. Scar Tissue booster is one of the things we can use for this
problem.
Also if a patient is scheduled for a surgery and they use this booster before and after they
will find that they have less scarring.
One of the largest problems plastic surgeons see is the problem when they do breast
implants/augmentation. After 4-5 years a severe amount of scar tissue forms in the heart.
It pushes the implant down and disfigures the breast. This booster will pretty much stop
any scar tissue from forming there. When we talk about storing energy – where can we
store it? What is one of the best places to store energy? In water. When you look at
Earth as a biosphere, the whole Earth is covered by salt water. Salt water has created a
thriving environment on this planet. One of the very best places to store energy is salt
water or saline.
Scar tissue booster can literally be placed on each breast and it will emit the energy into
saline implant and store it there. Any woman who has breast implants can energise the
actual saline inside the implant and pretty much prevent scarring from happening. It
created an energetic barrier that will not allow the scar tissue to form.
We are working with several plastic surgeons now who consider it a part of their normal
progress to energise the saline to make sure they can avoid scar tissue later on.
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Re-surgery for a patient is a very traumatic process because they have to burn that scar
tissue away. Even the burning itself leads to more scarring. It is a kind of vicious circle.
We never planned this product to be used in this capacity. When we were made aware of
this problem we said that we had the solution for that.
Female Hormone Support
We talked to lots of ladies because they are Doctor Moms, always interested in helping
their families. They always have a lot of comments and give us definite research
directions. PMS, bloating, hot flashes always come up; there is a lot of interest and
questions about our weight loss programme. So we put a lot of time and energy into
these particular programmes.
We found the energetics that have to do with female hormones – estrogen, progesterone,
and by inducing stronger denser energetic field we have observed the reduction in
bloating, reduction in discomfort and pain. They seem to get through their menstrual
cycle easier. We feel really proud of this programme as it works really well. Hot flashes
stopped or subsided, overall feeling better.
Does it work together with the weight loss programme? They work together just fine but
the programmes are very different. Our weight management programme is the most
complex programme that we have.
Male Hormone Support
We’ve looked at men who have strong, abundantly active lives. We see very specific
patterns of energy that relate to hormones. We identified frequencies of saw palmetto
that is largely used in Europe for prostate enlargement. We have our goal to help men
not to have their prostate enlarged. We have that energy there that is used by the prostate
and keep that gland smaller. We noticed that these men have more interest in their sexual
life, stronger, better erections, produce more semen. There are multiple benefits to this
booster. It is best to wear it for 24 hours ahead of sexual activity for better interest and
better arousal. Men will look forward to their sexual activities.
Ideal Beauty Support
We’ve designed this booster primarily for female clients. We looked at some German
studies on frequencies for prettier skin and better hair. So we’ve come up with our take
on these frequencies and then included all the frequencies from German studies. The
skin gets better, tighter, retains moisture better.
This is a cosmetic product. A practitioner could check and see if the client could use it
along with the weight loss booster.
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Weight Management Support
We tried to do a multi-faceted approach to weight management. If you really want to
lose weight you need to follow a whole system. You must reduce caloric input and
increase physical activity. Every successful weight loss programme involves that.
How can we make it easier? That was our goal. We identified the frequencies of five
different fat burners. We obtained actual fat tissue-animal and human fat tissue that we
got from our plastic surgeon friends who extracted it with liposuction. We put that tissue
in a box in the lab and ran five different frequencies. We saw the fat literally dissolve,
break down and liquefy.
These are the frequencies we are adding into the field.
In addition to that we must detoxify the body. When we take in toxins from our food
and our environment they are stored in our fat cells. The body is trying to move those
toxins away from the organs and fat is a nice place to store it. When you start to break
these fats down, you start reintroducing toxins into the body. So we have created a very
strong detoxification process and included energies to stimulate the lymphatic system and
move out the toxins in a natural way. This is a huge programme that includes 38 or 39
frequencies. Everything in it is good for you. It reduces appetite, after a couple of
months you will find yourself eating much less. As you start getting lighter, you become
more active, you feel good about yourself. You also get much more mental stamina,
becoming more creative, and enjoy new physical activities. This programme attacks
several situations from different angles.
My mom will be 90 in February 2006. She was very active, walked on the treadmill but
then she injured her knee and had some pain in the sciatic nerve. She finally had a back
surgery and they corrected the pinched nerve but she had to be in a wheelchair. In the
time of several months she gained weight and it was difficult to come back from that.
I started her on a weight loss programme four months ago and she lost 22 pounds, is out
of her wheelchair and is doing her daily walking. At 90 years old it is very difficult to
come out of these things and I am very proud of her and of myself because I was able to
give her something to get out of this situation.
In this weight loss programme we have stayed away from stimulants. Programmes with
stimulants may work well for 30 to 60 days. Then the body starts rejecting all the
stimulation and there are negative effects of all this stimulation. You can use our booster
continuously for 90 days. If they want to continue the programme they can resume it in
two weeks. We have seen good results in people with thyroid problems who lost weight
and were able to reduce their medications. Of course, you have to work with your doctor
on that.
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Longevity Support
Baby boomers over 50 years old like me are concerned about aging. We started looking
at what the science is doing about aging. We see the use of HGH. About 12 years ago
New England Journal of medicine came up with the first official study of using HGH
with adults. Prior to that, it was used only for children with dwarfism.
This time they gave men aged around 75 years old two injections of HGH per week for a
period of 6 months. At the end of 6 months these men were lean, muscular, well defined
and they looked like they regressed in age by 20 years. Pretty impressive! We’ve
identified frequencies of HGH, DHEA, testosterone, and progesterone - hormones that
make you feel alive and young. We placed these into our Longevity programme. People
have a nice response to it. They feel more energetic, they seem to become more
physically active. They look and they feel younger.

Eye Support
I first started looking at cataracts (opaque densities that form in the lens inside the eyes)
because one of my close friends is an ophthalmologist and occasionally I would scrub
with him and assist him in surgery. So I witnessed and was a part of a lot of surgeries.
When my dad developed cataracts I told him that we would go to my friend and he will
take care of it. And this is what happened.
However, several years later my mother started developing cataracts. She asked me if I
could do something to make her eyes better. It was a challenge and I started studying and
finding patients and clients from different offices who were experiencing this problem.
We call them mature “cataracts.” When they get to the certain point of visual reduction,
they take them out and replace the lens with a little plastic lens.
We looked for a long time and finally found and identified a particular band of energy
missing in all people who developed this particular eye condition. A few years ago we
put this energy into a homeopathic tablets and I sent it to my mom. Six months later she
went to her doctor. He thought that he would do a surgery. Instead the new associate
who saw her told her: “You have the eyes that are twenty years younger than you.” She
said: “What about my cataracts?” He said “You don't have any cataracts.”
That gives us the first spark of interest in working with visual problems. Since that time
we identified frequencies related to eye pressure, retinal problems and created a pretty
all-encompassing system for the eyes.
I use it for my floaters – we identified the frequency that breaks them up and disperse
them. Our eye nano boosters are pretty well, an all inclusive programme for healthy
eyes. The programme length varies according to needs. I can see a difference in my
floater in just a couple of days. You can see them breaking up and getting smaller,
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becoming less prevalent. It varies to different people. We are only restoring the energy
to the levels found in people who have very healthy eyes. We are not trying to do
anything for eye diseases. We are restoring energy patterns related to that part of the
body. So far it is working very well.
Memory Support
We looked in several different places to see what has been used to improve memory.
And what people talk about. We found Gingko Biloba to be a good produce for
enhancing the memory. The problem we found is that the potency of that herb is very
low. Even if you are taking Gingko Biloba you usually don’t experience a tremendous
gain in memory because it is too weak.
So we went to Europe to see what they were doing over there. In Europe they use a
product called acetyl l-carnitine. We found that it has exactly the same frequency as
Gingko Biloba. It is an amino acid, a protein compound that is five times stronger than
Gingko Biloba.
We started from that and also studied a group of people to identify where the energy is
depleted in the field. People who had memory problems were much depleted in that
frequency. We placed that frequency into the booster and it fills that void. Usually you
see the difference the first day you wear it.
There is a lot interest in this product and we sell a lot of it. We haven’t had availability
of Alzheimer’s groups or the opportunity to do much research. We hope that the large
medical groups we are working with will start giving us data so that we can improve and
expand this and other products. We are a Research and Development company; we
don’t really market and sell things. We are now providing these products to practitioners
who see patients/clients and make determinations – whether they diagnose an illness or
test and treat for lack of energy. We are trying to make the very best products we can
make. It is important to get a feedback from the people who are actually seeing the
patients. We are very open for feedback and want to encourage you to give us feedback
on the use of these products.
Organ Cleanse Support
Many people who develop health challenges face pH problems. – their body becomes
very acidic. They usually have reduced lymphatic function. They usually face
inflammation in multiple organs and locations of the body. Most of these issues come
down to good organ maintenance. We created a programme that created an energy field
that works with all organs of the body, harmonises them so that they work together
correctly. It is probably one of the best programmes we have because whenever a person
presents themselves at your office, they usually have some of the problems that this
particular therapy takes care of.
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What you are going to find as you start energetically testing people, is that this may be
the very first programme you’ll work with.
It helps detoxify the body and cleanse out the environmental toxins. We’ve tested this
programme with 79 environmental toxins like mercury, arsenic, lead, formaldehyde, etc,
these are the substances that accumulate and stay in the human body. So we have to have
a formal system to cleanse the organs and this is the first step in taking people back to the
healthy pathway. Anyone who has been plagued with health problems who decides to
take control of their health should start with this programme first.
Enzyme Support
This booster creates a field of energy found in enzymes that are lost in cooking. We
consume food but may not get the energetic message for proper absorption. Diabetics
have digestive absorption problems. The 30 day programme stimulates and corrects
digestive process. We have seen people with blood sugar levels of 150 – 160 who get it
down into 100s within 30 days using this booster. A potential diabetic will see
normalisation of all processes associated with this condition.

Colds Support
When developing this programme, we looked at most common bacteria – staph infection,
strep, throat, e-coli, salmonella, and pneumonia. We identified whole fields and ranges
of depleted energetics in people who get lots of infections. A strong energy in antibacterial frequencies creates a strong barrier against infections. This booster contains a
large array of energies that keep you healthy and protect you from getting a cold. We are
restoring missing links in the energy fields of the body and by doing this we are restoring
homeostasis. The fields we restore resist the bacterial infestation of the body.
Flu Support
The symptoms of flu and cold are often intertwined so you don’t know if you are
experiencing flu or a bacterial infection. Colds booster is geared to energetics associated
with bacteria. The flu booster is based on interaction of a different set of energetics –
viral. If you are experiencing flu, you will see results in as soon as 12 hours. If you
don’t get results, most likely you are dealing with a bacterial infection and you need to
switch over to colds booster. Practitioners can use their testing equipment to determine
the correct booster to use.

Candida Support
This is a programme against yeast and fungus. We created an energetic barrier that
creates an environment that can’t support Candida any more. Usually a 30 day
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programme is sufficient. It works for vaginal yeast as well. Candida booster can be used
in combination with Parasite booster that will tackle even worms that may live in our
bodies. We encourage people to eat salads, fruits, vegetables but they may not be washed
properly. So people may swallow eggs of parasites that will hatch in the warm-moist
internal environment and create infestations.
Parasite Support
We studied several types of homeopathic remedies used against parasites, found 6
specific patterns and we programme into the Parasite booster. If our bodies have these
specific energies they don’t allow parasites into the body. With the help of these energies
we create a barrier to stop them. In general medicine it has become a very strategic
practice to use toxic substances to kill things in the body. My friend, a podiatrist,
complained to me that he had patients with serious fungal infection in their feet. He had
to use toxic medications and monitor their white blood cell counts to make sure that he
didn’t kill the patients while trying to alleviate the fungal infections. I don’t see the need
for that as long as we can restore all vital energies of the body and have the system that
can maintain germ-free environment naturally.

OLE Support
We worked with the company that developed the original EverClear product in 1997-98.
The product targets herpes virus. The original product was created when a particular
strain of fungus was accidentally discovered by their lab.
They discovered that this specific fungus was always present around the herpes outbreak
site. They developed a natural product that has energetics against herpes simplex virus
and also a barrier that can’t be tolerated by the fungus.
We are told that herpes is incurable as when an antiviral medication is introduced with
the virus hiding inside the fungus. The EverClear people were the first ones to realise
that herpes has a fungal host. Thousands of people were able to get relief from outbreaks.
The booster replicates these energies. A person can do a 90 day programme. It stops an
outbreak abroad as soon as the booster is placed on the body. If there is a reoccurrence
they can do a 7 day programme to strengthen the energetic barrier. The name of the
programme is now changed to OLE Support.

Gasoline Support
As we talked before, each chemical reaction is preceded by energetic message. So we
decided to look at fuel as fuel is organic and it isn’t a far stretch from the organic
composition of the body. So we assumed that the same principle will work for gas. We
bought different grades of gas; regular, plus, premium, put the samples into test tubes and
started studying their qualities. At that time I lived in San Diego where gas prices are
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especially high as there is only one pipe that takes gas to San Diego. I found out that all
gas stations sold the same gas, only Shell used one kind of additives, Chevron another,
etc. They all have their own premium additives that increase octane and gasoline
performance.
We found the frequencies of performance additives and included them into the energetic
message of the booster. We see better burn, better mileage, and better gas economy.
We are changing the subtle frequencies of gas, leading to subtle changes in gas structure,
in the combustion process. There is no danger in doing this. Several university studies
and government studies proved the safety of this technology.
We also turned off the energetic message of pollution and smog. The “side effects” of
the booster – the fuel burns cleaner, carbon deposits are gradually melting away. We
started our testing with large tractor-trailer trucks.
Their fumes started smelling like French fries. The fume smells go away as toxicity is
reduced. The exhaust smells like warm water and warm air. Within 15 minutes the
pollution and smog output are reduced by at least 46%. The engine runs more efficiently.
The longer the booster stays on the vehicle, the better the engine performs. We suggest
the person changes oil after 1000 miles of using the booster as it gets all the impurities
from the engine drop into the oil. The used oil can be thick and really black.
Insulation Factor
I bought a house but I didn’t check the neighbourhood as closely as I should have. I
found that I moved into the neighbourhood of yuppies like me who have teenagers with
loud cars, trucks, motorcycles. My house is right on the corner so everyone who comes
into our subdivision slows down and speeds up in front of my house. I realised that I
made a mistake in buying a house there. I also realised how expensive it is to cool the
home in the desert. On the East Coast they have another challenge – to keep the house
warm in cold weather.
The main loss of heat or warm air is through the windows. I have R-factor windows that
are insulated. We decided to create a microchip that would improve the insulation of the
windows. It is tiny – ½ inch in diameter. You just place it on the window pane. It
presents all insulation frequencies into the glass itself and then into the gas between the
panes. The actual gas in the windows becomes denser and becomes a better insulator.
Once I put all the seals on all windows - and it only took me 20 minutes to do that - 3 -4
minutes after I put them on I couldn’t hear people talking in the street any more.
We did some tests in sound studios and found that the chip increases the sound proofing
of the glass by 78%. The thermal insulation factor is increased by about 20%. We put it
on the windows where the energy moved into the glass first, then into the natural gas,
usually krypton or argon.
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After 3 days I noticed the quietness in the house. It was strange and unusual. So I pulled
out my equipment and started testing and measuring the energy coming out of it. I
looked at the energy coming out of the walls. It turned out that because the energy
“didn’t know any better” it filled up the window and then traveled down the walls. We’ve
got wood, sheetrock, insulation and stucco. These are all pretty much natural fibers and
they absorb the energy too. It took about 3 days for the energy to meet with the next field
of energy. After 3 days all the walls, all the windows in the exterior of the house became
completely saturated with that energy and it was emitting from the walls.
It is a very cool product. Now I have this quiet comfortable home. Plus we are in the
desert where we get 30-50 miles per hour winds at night. I’ve got huge palm trees in my
yard; they are clashing and beating on the walls. It gets very noisy. A young couple next
door likes to party late every two weeks and the noise from all this doesn’t come in and
doesn’t bother me anymore.
We looked at the insulation factors and found that they have some of the same
frequencies found in flame-retardant materials. We even checked out tiles from the space
shuttle and found that the frequencies that help to shield the spacecraft from the heat.
This is a great benefit as the flame retardant frequencies can give extra 20 minutes of
protection for your house if your neighbour’s house catches on fire. And these 20
minutes may save your family’s life.
When I talked to firemen they told me “20 minutes is a lifetime.” In California and some
other states when you sell your home you have to have not only termite inspection but
mold inspection too. Mold is a real problem to health and this problem has to be fixed.
We identified a whole range of frequencies related to mold, especially specific
frequencies to safeguard and create a barrier against black mold. We included that
information on our chip as well.
It is not only an insulation factor. It also has fire retardant properties, protects from mold
and creates a sound barrier.
These products have not been approved or evaluated by the US Food and Drug
Administration. The information is to be used as a reference only. This product is not
intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. This product is for research use
only and is not intended for use in medical diagnosis and/or medical treatment.
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